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H\ DAVIES alas busily picking out a few notes on
a piano when I arril ed at the Pyc recording

studios. His brother, Dave, looked up from his guitar
and waved and recording manager Shel Talmy ordered
a jug of coffee.

When Ray finished, I asked him if he had considered
using a piano on a Kinks record. His answer made me
feel a fool and I am sure will surprise a lot of people.

"We have done a lot of numbers," he replied
casually. "You can't always hear it, but it's often been
there. Sometimes, you can hear a jangling and that's
the, piano."'

The problem of accurately doing a song "live" on
something like "Ready Steady Go" crossed, my mind, so
I challenged Ray on the subject.

"We always sound terrible on 'Ready Steady Go'
anyway," he admitted. "We're a bad group on that
show. We don't use the piano because there are only
four of us and we all play other instruments on stage.
It doesn't make a lot of difference to the sound, but the
piano does make some difference."

When the Kinks first tried for the big time, they
used "Long Tall Sally" as ammunition. That record
didn't make the charts. But "You Really Got Me" did.
So .have all their subsequent singles. The point of this
is that all their hits have been penned by. Dave Davies.

'We always sound terrible on RSG
we're a bad group on that show'
ADMITTED RAY DAVIES TO RICHARD GREEN
"I agree that we record our own numbers for singles

because we know best what material suits us," he
told me. "On LP's we do other stuff, but for singles, we
like to stick to stuff I've written. We usually record
three or four songs and pick the best for the single.
This afternoon we're cutting our next single as well
as some LP tracks.

"At the moment, we haven't made our minds up
which one to do for the single, but by the time we've
taped them all and played them a few times, we'll make
a decision."

Pete Quaife and Mick Avory came up to say "Hello"
on their way to the canteen. Dave took the stairs two
at a time, nudged me in the stomach and in his usual
charming and gentlemanly way observed: "You're
putting weight on."

He stopped long enough to ask if there were any

stories to tell or if any parties were going, then dis-
appeared after the others.

Ray went on talking about the Kinks' recording
ideas. He said that on a couple of occasions they have
taken numbers from the "Authentic R and B" LP to
use on their own albums.

"We do them our own way. Can you imagine us try-
ing to sound like the originals?" he laughed. "We do
all sorts of numbers on stage, varying them to suit our
style."

Shel Talmy picked his way through a pile of cans
and snaking wires to tell Ray he'd like to hear the
piano and lead guitar tracks again. They went down
the steps into the studio to put the finishing touches
to what turned out to be a very productive session.
The new single (which is due today) and their next LP
(due before Christmas) were both dealt 'With.
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